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Abstract:
Sometimes do you think that I would be a millionaire if I could get paid to
watch TV or a smartphone with the amount of time I spend watching videos?
You may watch TV to unwind and vegetate after a long day, or perhaps you
are obsessed with the latest reality TV show. Whatever your consumption level
is, watching TV does take up time that you could be using to make money
instead.
We are providing a platform! That offers excellent potential to earn side cash
for doing little to nothing except watching the box!
EroticCoin is born to reward people when they use their time watching
television or other applications to give value to their time invested, from which
others earn money. EOC is a single coin that operates through its application
by carrying out an add on its smartphone, pc, TV, interacts with any link, video,
the photo that is watched, rewarding the user via EOC.
The erotic Coin is the first Platform dedicated to value your time spent
watching videos on your mobile, pc, or smart tv. This channel was launched by
a team of erotic Coin and dedicated to promoting all disciplines of videos on
every famous video source.

Introduction:
Neilson's new report indicated that U.S adults spend an average of 6 hours
per day watching online videos and TV on media platforms, streaming
services, and TV-connected devices like game consoles, Amazon Fire TV, and
others. Why not get paid for those 6 hours. Watching TV or videos is an easy
way to relax and unwind after a long day. Not only that, but it is also possible
to earn some extra money by doing it as well! Below are some apps and
websites you can use, most of which are free, to get paid for watching TV,
online videos, movies, and more.
Watching television or videos, whether online or offline, is also a great
entertainment source that can distract us from everyday stress. Furthermore,
the extra money from watching can also help reduce stress. Whether it is the
news or weather, TV and videos keep us informed about the world. A few
minutes of watching or any video content can bring a sense of connection,
exposure, and knowledge of the world, to not mention a few extra dollars to
your household!.
People who watch TV are often criticized for being lazy, addicts, and
antisocial. However, a moderate amount of television can be educational, and
in today's day and age, you can get paid and earn some money by watching
Through erotic Coin.
This white-paper introduces erotic Coin, a new blockchain for video watching
networks worldwide. Erotic Coin's mission is to help in generating more
revenue from watching content. We build a new model where viewers transact
directly on the blockchain, removing the need for intermediaries.

Benefits to Users:
Erotic Coin offers numerous advantages to its users; helping generate revenue
by watching & sharing videos is simple and smart!
• Viewers, therefore, indirectly generate tokens by watching a channel.
• Viewers receive tokens that they can donate to others.
• The creation of a Platform dedicated to community members increases the
general audience and their revenues.

What a member can get:
• Manages its Wallet
• Creates their favorite lists
• Invites their community with a subscription link to generate links

How it works: use case
A WIN-WIN SERVICE FOR EVERYONE!
Whether you are a graduate, a parent, a volunteer, a leader, a fan, or want to
join a community-based approach to the collaborative economy, you can
participate daily in the association of your choice by watching & sharing videos
of interest to you and get an exciting return in the form of erotic coins.
EOC is a single coin that operates through its application by carrying out an
add on its smartphone, pc, TV, interacts with any link, video, the photo that is
watched, rewarding the user via EOC. Send EOC yourself; all you have to do
is download the Pepper application and record yourself. This is possible
because 80% of the tokens are blocked until the app leaves. Pepper has the
function of Wallet, payments, video sharing, the possibility of making EOC gain
through daily missions. Only 20% will be distributed in the ICO, 80% will be
given as a premium to holders of 20%. Possibility of integrating the add-on
with YouTube caliber sites, HBO GO, Netflix, Prime Video, BBC iPlayer, and
any video share content site. Big-calibre partnership coming in.

BUSINESS MODEL:
Based on the blockchain, every community has a group sharing a passion
for watching videos, quickly generating revenue from watching videos. As
blockchain permits an accurate tracking of contribution, it also enables a
direct allocation of the value generated.
With the new Platform, the community, blockchain-enabled contribution
tracking, and audience valuation can establish direct relationships with the
community's contributors. The blockchain platform permits fair tracking of
usage and reward of the associated contribution to the stakeholders.
Benefits
• Blockchain permits direct community relationships between members.
• Marketing performance and impact become more accurately measurable.
The revenue model is based on a Freemium offer and where viewers earn
tokens while watching videos.

MARKETING STRATEGY
Target Audience
One of the main results is the partnership the Platform helped build with
YouTube caliber sites, HBO GO, Netflix, Prime Video, BBC iPlayer, and
any video share content site. Erotic Coin is now already targeting a
community who spends an average of 6 hours daily watching videos on
different gadgets. As a result, we have built our marketing strategy around
these audiences all over the world. Based on these numbers, Erotic Coin is
developing partnerships with many vedio sourcing sites to generate strong
growth on the Erotic Coin platform.

EOC Token

Name:

EroticCoin

Type:

ERC20

Symbol: EOC
Platform: Ethereum
General release: 1,000,000,000

The ICO starts on 15 January and finishes on 15 February. On 17 February,
EOC will be listed on 5 Exchanges. The name will be revealed when ICO will
start. On ICO, you have a bonus of 20%.
Example: you send 1 ETH = receive 50.000 EOC +20%Total: 60.000 EOC

It will be listed at 0.03$.

Do not miss the chance! Invest now.

ROADMAP:
Q1 2021
• ICO and Begin development of
Pepper application, listed on
exchanges

Q2 2021
• Release Payment app, youtube channel
Token sale and Listed on Best exchanges

Q3 2021
• Secured capture facility for initial
performances, best partnership

Q4 2021
• Integrate our off-chain solution for
micro-transactions

PARTNERS

OUR BRAIN
Awesome Team

Consultant

Begin development

Accounts

Roger W. Harris

Zachary D. Schroeder

Donna K. Fleet

FAQ's

1- For what funds are used?
Funds are used to build the Pepper app and to integrate add-on with
prominent partners.

2- How many EOC are necessary for used Pepper?
You must have 10.000 EOC in your Wallet to can use Pepper. You earn EOC
when the app is released.

2- How much can you earn?
You can earn 3% every day of totally EOC available on the Wallet.
4- How much Bonus ICO, and what is the minimum purchase
limit?
You get a 20% EOC bonus, and there is no minimum purchase.

Contact us:
Follow us on our channels and keep up to date. There will be a great many
life for you, partner societies, and our project's testimony will be presented.

Telegram:
Twitter:

https://t.me/EroticCoin

Https://mobile.twitter.com/erotic_coin

Email: coinerotic@gmail.com
Website:

www.EroticCoin.org

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/erotic_coin/

